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Golden Knights basketball team prepares for TAAC rivals Centenary- p.12
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Students' schooling,
life affected by Internet
D Addiction to the
Net is quickly.
becoming a problem
on campuses across
the COLI ntry.

...

by ELISSA LEIBOWITZ
College Press Service

Jennifer had one worrY. this
Christmas break: would she be able
to survive her month-long winter
break at home?
It wasn't the fearof a stressful
Christmas dinner or too much time
bonding with her family that put the
University of Massachusetts sophomore on the edge. The down time
from school brought with it down
time from her computer - and the
Internet. For the first time all semes.ter, she could not log on every night.
·'I might go back early," said
Jennifer, who asked that her last
name not be used, "because I really
don't want to be away that long."
Away from school, or away
from her computer?
"Well, I like school. And it's
kinda slow at home, but my computer is part of it," she said in an

i~terview via acom~~ter 'b~lletm

board service. "My hobby is the
Internet."
Hobby or obsession? Some
college officials and students alike
are beginning to ask the same question, because as more students gain
access to the computer information
network, the more some students
become addicted to it.
Instead of doing school work
or hanging out with friends or
even sleeping, some students are
jet setting all over the · world via
their mouse and keyboard. And,
like many other habits, the Internet
can become an obsession, say university counse1ors.
· The majority of students are
like Jennifer- they use the Internet
socially, said Jane Morgan Bost
of the University of Texas in Austin. But, "we've been hearing more
and more from students and colleagues about people who could
be actually having a problem with
it," said Bost, the assistant directorof programming at UT' s Counseling and Mental Health Center.
"I really didn't see it as a problem
'ti! other people started mentioning it in (counseling)."

+ ...... ' ., ' . •:--::.~·.:~

photo/SAGINARIO

Students brave the freezing temperatures of Central Florida last week in an
attempt to purchase their books for the semester.

Faculty member creates dream-like
photos with help of his subconscious
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image of a black eyeb?ll is
perched near the top of a building-

The University of Central
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"For me, it mostly implies a role.

Florida will feature a photo exhibit
titled "Inner Eye: Images of Solitude" by faculty member Charles
Wellman. The exhibit will be on
display at the UCF Visual Arts
Building from Jan . 8· to Feb. 7. A
reception will be held at the gallery
on Jan. 12 at 7 p.m.
Wellman's exhibit will display his unique style of photography that differs in composition from .
other photographers. His works are
designed to create illusions of a
dream-like state.
One uniqueaspectofthephotos is that though they simulate
dreams, they are not necessarily
those of Wellman . However, the
dream-likephotography he produces
stems from the same source as his
dreams: his subconscious.
"To create my art, I took the
ideas from the part of my psyche
that focused on dreams. Then I take
one aspect or central idea and develop a setting around it," Wellman

Having the ability to create
images seems to intrigue not only

like fixture that resembles the loft of oRuotbsidReerse,dbyu,t hcihsac1'orlloefaguueCsFa~swAelrlt.
a country church or a historic home.
The _eye is positioned below the Department, credits Wellman ' s
"roof' of the structure on a wooden work as being truly unique in com·slabthatissupportedbyfourwooden position and style.
beams. Beneath, whereadoorshould
"His ability to capture light
be, is a square black area, where a combined with his constant experiphoto of a woman lies horizontally. mentation with how photographic
Goldengatesareextendedfromboth images can be manipulated and resides of the house-like structure. As defined is provocative and conin all Wellman's photos, lighting stantly keeps the viewer involved,"
plays a major role in relaying the Reedy said. "Wellman ' s work
mood of his art.
speaks to the unquestioned truth of
"Before I began taking pho- his extraordinary abilities as a photos, I decide on its central subject. tographer."
Then 1 place objects around it deWellman's interest in tl:ie arts
pending on whatlfeel is right," said began as a youth of 14. He worked
Wellman. "Deciding how best to for his brother, who owned a corndisplay the image is as crucial as the mercial art free-lance business.
image itself."
Wellman learned the ins and outs of
His tactic and technique used · the advertising business, attended
inphotographingstillarthasgained OhioStateUniversity,andreceived
him the recognition of an "image- a master's degree in fine arts which
maker," a title he prefers to artist.
emphasized printmaking.
"Today, the word 'artist' is a
Wellman served as interim
broad term with pseudo-social con- chairof the Art Department and was

51~~rin~· • ,~JQ~~~~~t!~hgf~~~:' said. A
=pi;:t~p·
=
~
;
prime example of his tech- ~~:;i~;~:~ ~~:~:.. ~~;l~=~~~i~ ;:~:~;:;~: ;~o!~~:.hing UCFs
1
password.
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An eyeful of 'image-maker' Charlie Wellman- F-2
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by BRIAN MATHASON
GSA Member

As a graduate student, have
you ever felt under-represented at
the University? Last Semester, the
Graduate Student Association
(GSA) was formed to provide for
the needs of graduate students. On
Thursday, Jan:l I, from 11 a.m. to
6 p.m., the GSA will be sponsoring
a bazaar on the Green. Information
pertinent to graduate students, and
in most cases to all students in general, will be available at the bazaar.
Representatives from many groups,
including graduate admissions,
computer services, the library and
the police department will be present
to provide information and answer
questions. There will also be information available on child care,
counseling, local restaurants, etc.
The GSA was formed in the
Fall 1995 semester under the direc-

graduate
Flournory. The association wa
formed because there was a belief
that certain needs of graduate students were not being met. Some
of the complaints of graduate students included the lack of an orientation for graduate students and
the lack of scholarship and career
opportunity information. The
GSA has plans to develop an orientation and a written g-uide for
graduate students. This will provide the students with information ranging .from how to register
for classes to where is a good
place to live. The GSA will also
be compiling graduate scholarship
and fellowship information as well
as a guide to resources for job
placement.
The GSA is also committed
to promoting and improving th~
graduate programs of the Univer-

...
tive input into graduate programs
and introducing upcoming upperclassmen to the graduate schools.
For more information about
the Graduate Student Association,
contact Cecilia Floumory at 8232184 or check out the internet
world wide web page at http:///
www.creol.ucf.edu/-mathason/
gsa.html.

DFSCRJP'JR"JN. /\J',J)I
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Dance Team
Saturday, January 13, 1996
Howard Middle School
800 E. Robinson St.
(Downtown Orlando)
Registration begins at 9:00 a.m.

Application Location:
Orlando Predators Office
20 North Orange Avenue
Suite 101 (First Floor)
Orlando, FL 32801

Each contestant will perform a dance routine of her choice of not
more than 60 seconds A choreographed dance routine will also be
taught.

*Must be 19 years of age to audition"
For more information please call:
(407) 629-1221 384-0099 648-4444

UCFSTUDENTSNEEDED!
The Notebook is looking for good students enrolled in various classes at UCF. Some of these
classes include but are not limited to most of the
social sciences, sciences and business courses.
Please call 658-2444
for a complete listing of courses and to set up an
appointment.· .

Opening, Art
Paintings by CWll K~vt4tu:4(/),
1995-1996 Florida Individual Artist Fellowship Award
Recipient
Music:

get R~

Al(f!~~~275-7450

•

[i9,5·91JS,•\ /\'J 'J 'J''LNFWS
l J ll'J 'l !l\,
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News writers for the
spring semester.
What better way to
get involved with
your campus? No
•
expenence.
necessary.
Call 823-8054 ext. 27

Preliminaries:

·...

V'l/\Nl' TO Shl ·: YOUlZ
Cf.Ul~ OR ORG/\J\rl/,/\"
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Wanted!
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
1/12 Last day to withdraw with
refund; grade forgiveness due.
1/15 Martin Luther King Day; no
school.

Friday evening January 12 8:00 pm

1/16 TKL Comedy: Mitch
Mullaney, SAC, 8 p.m.

A Complete Exam & Xrays
0110 (INITIAL)

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Cuuent UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 4-30-96

UCF TEAM DENTIST

II "Olir olfice pul>C\ lhal lhc pal>ent anJ an) ocher JlCM1 reo.poo.1blt lor payment h;J., the nghl 10rcfu-.e10 pay. ( anctl paymen1. or t-c rcimbur.00 for paymcnl [or any ocher SC1Vitt. curnina11on.
ur lrciJlmenl >1hKh "0<'11onnc.'d ..., J n.'\uli of and >11lhm 7! hour. of rc'IJ(}lldm~ 10 lhc achcn1\CfllCnl for Ilk! free. dl'oCOUnted foe. or reduced fee ..:r>ice, c~'11111nalKK1. or trcaJmenl.

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars. George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental AsSOCtation
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experienc'e and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr.
East Orlando .

1/17-18 Mathematics Depart·
ment Distinguished Lecture
Series: Michael Fisher, fellow of
the Royal Society of London and
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences: "Pictures, Models,
Approximations and Reality
Phase Transitions and Our
Understanding of the Physical
Wortd," 3:30 p.m.; and on the
18th at 11:30 a.m.: "Critical
Phenomena and the Symmetries
of Space," Phillips Hall, room

.
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Save on Used Textbooks

YOUR USED TEXTBOOK HEADQQARTERS

• Fast, Friendly Service
'

1

· • Close to Campus
• Convenient Parking

"'I

:~,,., ~:!~e:~!Y C':J I .·... .•.-, •

!

__

._________,_

·.

Extended Rush Hours
M-F 8:30-LATE

CoUege Jil onl
.& Surr>!rh

College Book & Supply
College Book & Supply• 12209 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32817 • (407) 249-0855
(Next'to Domino's & Kinko's in the University Shoppes)
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Addiction to the Net starting to di~pt students' lives
hm NET, page 1

for some people.
'1 personally feel like there
A University of Michigan are folks who abuse the Internet.
study last year found that freshman How many and what percent do, we
and sopho~ores log on for an aver- do not know that," Bost said.
University of Maryland offiage 10 hours a week, while 18 percent of them are on-line for at least cials in College Park, Md. have
20 hours. Most of the students use formed a support group called
the Internet to send electronic mail, "Caught in the Net" to help students
to log onto bulletin board services cut back on their computing habits.
and chat I iries or to cruise around the . Some schools have even banned
Internet's many World Wide Web students who have been found to ·
hog computers in university comsites.
In all, more than 24 million puter centers, and others were fined
·
people age 16 or older use the for their use.
Jennifer, the- University of
Internet, I I percent of the population, according to a recent telephone Maryland student, said it finally
poll of 4,200 Americans and Cana- dawned on her that she may be
dians by the Nielsen Media Re- addicted when she logged onto a
University of Iowa-based bulletin
search company.
Jennifer said that the couple board service, which allows users
of hours a night she logs on is simply from all over the world to chat with
her way of relieving stress, or taking one another in real time.
"I was talking to several
a break from her studies. She completes her schoolwork on time and peopleatonceonenight.And, when
says she knows when enough is I looked up, I realized it was three in
the morning. I had intended to just
enough.
Bost and her colleague, psy- check my mail , send a note to my
chologist Kathy Scherer, started an friend and finish some reading for a
Internet workshop last year to ex- class the next day," she explained.
plore how and why students are "I didn't even see or hear my roommate go to sleep."
using the Internet.
And that, Jennifer said ,
Though turnout was small,
Bost said she got the feeling using snapped her out of it. She now limits
the Internet has the potential to be as herself to a few hours each night addictive as ga~bling or drinking after she finishes her work.

NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Grand Opening Special
$10 off Full Set of Nails .
$39.95 l month unlimited tanning
l free tan with full set of nails

1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO
•

>

679-5144
Complete line
of Fresh: Silks,

Plants,

~

365-9755

679-6787
15% Discount to
all students &

... ....·~· ;, ·. "-·-'tn:'.--·...·.:·:·.·. . .

CASCADES. ~

( . A Full

Servic~ FIOrist ~ .

All major Credit Cards excepted

Wire service to ALL parts of the country
~alentines Day February 1 4th
75 years combined design experience
10069 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817 ·
(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)

,,.
G R I L L

AMERICA'S VALUE MENU
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT

If students are worrying that
their Internet time is infringing on
their lives, Bost said users should
ask themselves the following questions:
• How and why are you using the Internet? Using it for research or work-related purposes
is different from using it to chat
with friends in faroff places. Students need to keep the two separated . After all, business and pleasure are rumored not to mix.
•Are you falling behind with
your schoolwork? Many students
who may be addicted to the Internet put off their homework "for
just another hour," she said, in
order to chat with friends for a
while longer. Bost suggests using
the Internet as a reward. Tell yourself you may only log on after
your school work is completed,
not before.
• Have you ever stayed
awake all night chatting on the
Internet instead of sleeping? That
can be dangerous to your health
and may be a sure sign that you
may have an addiction problem.
•Are you isolating from inperson interaction , such as going
out with friends? Chatting on-line
should add to your social interaction with other people, not replace
it Do not let the Internet be the
only place you meet and interact
with new people. Scherer also
war.ns users to be wary of on:-line
romantic relationships , which
rarely work out.
• If you have to pay for an
on-line service, such as America
Online or CompuServe, are you
able to keep up with your pay-

•

men ts? Luckily for most stud_ents,
Internet use is free at most universities. For those users who have to
pay, don ' t fall behind on your
payments or it may affect your
credit- not to mention your wallet.

CALENDAR.

.

· ~~---------------------------------------------------------------------'

WELCOME BACK TO UCF
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
RECEIVE

10°/o DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF 1.D.

Im
G R I L L

,---------------,

rii!iFREE oRrNK &FRiEs,

______________ ...

______________ ...

111~

FREE SUB

1 !'r~ suv ANY FULL s1zE sus
1
I ~ ANDGETAJUNIORFREE
I
G R I L L
AVAILABLE AT THESE
I
I
MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 4-30-96
I
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

And ironically , for the truly
addicted who know they have a
problem butjustcannotstay away,
several Internet users have established World Wide Web sites on
Internet obsessions.

·'Does your group or organization have a ,
speaker or an event comfilg up? If so,
fax us the information so we can put it
in the next issue. Fax info to 823-9495
and direct it to the CAMPUS

Fl.~~~~~~\'°' j Jt·~-1~~ with l.D.

~---

But not many students have
that discipline, Scherer said. "It's
like with any addiction - if you feel
that it's a repeated pattern" and it
starts to interfere with your regular
activities, then it could become dangerous, she said. Just as gambling
and drinking can be fun for some
people in moderation, they can become serious addictions for others.

r1~'"'~ FREE 20oz DRINK AND SMALL FRIES I
I G~I L L
WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
I
OR CH ICKEN PITA
I
I
AVAILABLE AT THESE MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
I
1220 1 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11 860 E COLONI AL DR.
I
ORLANDO. FL 32825
ORLANDO. FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 4-30-96
I
NOT VALID WITH AN40THER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I
L
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Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

Roommates

.

Classified

UCF area, roommate wanted,
available now! 2br/2ba, screen
Make Some Serious
porch, washer/dryer. $257/month +
Money Part-Time!
·
utilities Call 380-0417
Make Super Profits on the Informat------------~ tion the Superhighway even if you
Furn bedrm N/S quiet kitchen
don't own a computer
priv1. 7 mi to UCF $235 mo 1/3
Free 24 page report!
util 1/2 cable Sr or Graduate
Call 407- 262-3800 24hrs.
Student. Call Shirley 281-6533

Help Wanted
A

GREAT PLACE
TO WORK IN 1996,
Sprint/Vnited Telephone a leader
in the telecommunications
industry, is now staffing for the
new year its TELECENTER
located in Research Park,
adjacent to the UCF campus. Part
time to full positions available.
We are looking for highly
motivated candidates with
excellent verbal skills and
computer literacy .

· - )f

.,

SPRINT offers:
*Paid fortune 500 sales training
*Flexible work schedules
*$7/hr, plus bonus
*Opportunity for regular employment
*Professional work environment
TWO LOCATIONS AV AILABLE
Maitland and
Research Park, just south of UCF
For appointment call:
Sprint Employment
(407) 661-0206
EOE
Civil or Construction Engineering
student needed part time, approx.
20 hrs/week. Plan reading and
estimating skills required. Flexible
schedule. Need dependable
transportation, hourly pay plus
exceptional bonus oppurtunity.
John 841-5093.

Cruise Ships Hiring - Earn up to
$~,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions.
No exp necessary. For info. call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C54 I 83

January 11, 1996

ATTORNEY
GENERAL PRACTICE
personal injury, divorces adoptions
and immigration discounts for
students not for faculty or staff
RAY A. BARBER 894-8686
Orlando
The hiring of a lawyer is an
important decision that should not
be based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask·us to
send you written information about
our qualifications and experience.
Typing Services
·Not enough time to do it all?_ Do
you need help typing term papers]etters-reports? Reasonable rates!
699-112 I. Experienced. Pick up/
delivery.

Phone Representatives earn 3
elective credit hours with
approval from The Cooperative
Education Program or The
ATTENTION ALL STUCo11ege of Business. We have
DENTS!!! GRANTS &
day, evening and weekend
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILflexible shifts available through
ABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN
January at out UCF/Research
PRIVATE FUNDING.
Park facility. Norrell Services is
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.
looking for motivated, energetic
1800 AID-2-HELP (1800
individuals with excellent
243-2435)
communications skills and a
desire to succeed. We offer $7.00
an hour base salary, monthly,
referral and hour bonuses, paid
training, paid vacation and a great
Baily's special limited program for
working environment. Call Troy
students and residents. Call Walter
at Norrell Services to.day for an
297-8400.
immediate interview.
384-8549
JAMAICA Spring Break From
$299 Mia ea, free info (800) 873Wanting to hire female student in
4423 ReggaeJam
the College of Education tutor
I 0 year old on Monday and Friday
A.M. - Call Debra 275-9902.

Other

to

HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500
per week assembling products at
home. No experience-. INFO 1504-646-1700 Dept. FL-307
1----------~---1

Earn $: Judge Forensics/Debate
State Championship. Orlando Feb.
8-10. Contact Dr. Barbara
Williamson (407) 632-1111 ext
42030

UCF STUDENT NEEDED!
Jungle Jim's Restaurant & Bar Lake The Notebook is looking for good
Buena Vista Location Now
students enrolled in various classes
at UCF. Some of these classes
Accepting Applications for Hostess
include but are not limited too
and Waitresses Apply in person Mmost of the social sciences,
F; 11-4
sciences and business courses.
Please call 658-2444 for a comFemale wanted for filing for
plete listing of courses and set up
doctor's office. Male wanted for
an appointment.
odd jobs. Please call 647-4325
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727

Services
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735

r~----------------------------------------------------~

-hzed Advertz·si·ng rDorm
C''assi;
IA
';!."
~

,.,.
----~------------~------------

______________ i ______________ _

----------------------------------------------------------,-----------------------------I

~-------

Please check one of the following:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_Greek Corner
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

_Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) - - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Futur~.
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

Name, address, and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--- ---- - - - - - - ---- -- -------- -

-

- - - - - - -

- - -

- - - -

-~

-~-i_n
___i_O__ll
__________

...Th
_ e_c_e_n_tra1
_ Fl_o_n_·c1a
_ F_u_
tu_re_ _ _ _ _ _Q_.

1_a_nu_ary
__1_1_,1_9_9_6...

Blim1rd '96, the un-news

All weekend I was hunting
through news reports, in search of
something to write about. I hadn't
quite gotten my columnist head back
from the holidays. But by seven
o'clock last night, it seemed like 1
was on my way to my first stupidity
column of the term. I grinned.
A blip started rolling across
my television screen, you know, the
kind when something really important is happening- usually of the
weather variety.
Ilookedoutthe window, there
was a breeze, but not a cloud in the
sky . I wondered briefly, could there
be a bad storm? No. Not a bad
storm. Not a severe thunderstorm
warning, not a tornado watch. What
could pos~ibly be or such · importance as to roll a warning across the
screen? It was going to be cold.
It was going to be cold. Well,
there's some news. It is January,
isn ' t it? Doesn't that make this winter? Now, I don't know about you,
but I associate cold weather with
winter. Now, if they were expecting
freezing temperatures say in July,
then that _would be news. Certain.Jy
worthy of running across Funniest
Home Videos.
I smiled. An hour later, dif·ferent channel, here comes the important news blip rolling across the
screen again, "It has reached · 42
degrees," announced the silent warning. Furthermore, it warned of freezing temperatures. Brilliant.

I'm working on snow. It's
been three or four yef1:rs since it
snowed here in Central Florida.
Myself, I think it's all kinds of fun to
watch it snow in Florida.
Not only is it a pretty sight,
but the fun watching all the native
Floridians standing in their yards or
in parking lots staring into the sky
with dumbfounded looks is a blast.
. Granted there aren't too many native Flo1idians. But usually you can
even catch the transplants stating in
dis-belief with the customary "I
moved to Florida to get away from
this" look.
But no snow yet. Gee, that
would have been a valid reason to
run warning blips across the T.V.
screen. But no, simply, "It is going
to be the coldest night this winter.'
Good God. Have they become so
stupid that they've forgotten the fact
that every year about this time, as it
1
gets colder, there will be day upon
day of "the coldest days this winter?" But, still they felt the need to
announce the temperature every
hour or so on an emergency reel.
Then I woke up this morning
to find that they have named this
one, "Blizzard '96." Wonderful, I
thought, we arc getting snow. But
no, not yet. It's snowing in New
York, Pittsburgh. Hey there's news.
It's snowing in the Northeast, on
this, a January morning. As if it's
unusual for it to snow in the northeast in January.
Earth shaking news if ever
there was any. Don't you think?
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So, rednecks, what if I wear a ND flag
o Just to counter
protest the
confederate flags ...
Lately, there's been a lot of
attention in the local media concerning the Confederate Flag and
what it means to Southerners. To
those who express pride in ~his symb'ol, we hear a lot abou_t 'heritage'
and 'pride in where we came from.'
To be honest, this leaves·me kind of
confused. What in the world could
you possibly find in the Confederacy to be proud of?
Confederates were traitors to
their country. They foughra bloody
war with their fellow Americans to
preserve slavery! Is that something
to be proud of? Slavery and the
subsequent abominable treatment
of African-Americans is at the heart
of so many problems we face in the
here and now. Of course, the Confederacy supporters (aka 'Rednecks') will deny this vehemently.
The Civil War wasn't about slavery, they say. It was about state's
rights! You knowwhat?That's true!
For the Confederates, the Civil War
was about the state's rights to have
slaves!!! No matter how you try to
sugar coat it, or twist the words
around, the bottom line was still the
preservation of slavery. A11 the other
rights they claim to have been fighting for were already covered by the
Constitution!! Shades of politiQal
correctness!!
And lest we forget, the Confederate flag is the official symbol
of the Ku Klux Klan! Truly a 'heritage' to be proud of.
Which brings me to a local
spat over this very issue. Seems
some students at Pine Crest High
School were suspended from school
for putting said flag on display, some
on t-shirts, necklaces or little 4x4
flags. The reasoning of the administration was that this symbol is offensive to many other students at the
school. There was no discussion, no
enlightenment, no education. What
a wasted opportunity to educate
some ignorant redneck kids!
The response from these kids
was typical. "Why can't we wear

the Confederate Flag? The blacks
can weartheir Malcolm Xstuff. The
Puerto Ricans can wear their flag.
We're offended by that, so what
difference does it make if we offend
them?" This was where the education could have come in if the administration had responded with
their brains instead of emotions.
Agree that, regardless of
whether the Confederate Flag is offensive to others or not, these kids
do have a right to wear it. It falls
under the constitutionally protected

Lest we forget, the
Contederate flag is
the official symbol
of the Ku Klux Klan!
Truly a 'heritage' to
be proud of.
freedom of speech. The difference
here is what these different symbols
stand for.
Malcolm X stood for the empowerment of the African-American people. Ironically, this empowerment was necessary as a direct
result of the actions of the people of
the Confederacy. Malcolm X never
enslaved a whole race of people.
Malcolm X never institutionalized
racism and prejudice. While he
might have started out proposing
violent response to the plight of the
black man, he eventually embraced
the peaceful pursuit of equality
championed by Dr. MarHn Luther
King. At least until his death at the
hands of a white racist. To say that
Malcolm X offends you identifies
you as a racist.

The Puerto Rican flag is a
symbol of national pride. As Americans; we have pride in our nation
and its symbol, the American flag.
So, it should be a simple thing to
understand pride in a national tlag.
No reasonable person would be offended by an English flag or French
flag, etc. To be offended by a Puerto
Rican flag belies your racism.
A Confederate flag has no
positive meaning. It is a symbol of
racism and hatred. It is the tlag of
losers and ignorance. It represents a
group of people who betrayed their
country to defend their abuse of a
whole race of people. Where is the
pr\de in this?
Let's look at it another way.
What if I went around waving a
Nazi flag an_d used the same justifications as the rednecks? Oh, I'm
just showing my pride in being a
German. I know that a lot of people
are offended by this flag, but I don't
believe in those bad things that the
Nazi's did. Sure, the Nazi's slaughtered the Jewish people and murdered and pillaged and tried to conquer the world, but I never did those
things. The Nazi flag is my heritage.
I'm offended by people who fly the
Star of David, so what do I care if
those people are offended by my
symbol! Kind of sickening, isn't it?
So, here's my challenge. I
know that there are a few of you out
there who like to fly your rebel flag.
So, explain to me using logic and
reason why you have pride in a
symbol of racism and hatred like the
Confederate Flag. I don't think it
can be done. The best responses will
appear here in my column.
Look! Yet another interactivecolumnist! ! Write to me in care
of the Future OR at my email address:
Fidonet: Dan Griffin I :363/309
Internet: Dan.Griffin%309
@satlink.oau.org
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Must church and State be enemies? 1995- The year in review
O In this part one of
two parts, Joseph
discusses extremes
in the seperation of
church and state

."

In 1992 in Metropolis, Illinois, police arrested students praying in frontoftheirhighschool. One
of them, an honor student, was handcuffed and forced into a squad car.
A teacher in Fairfax County,
Virginia, was fired for holding voluntary Bible studies in her home.
The separation of church and
state has severely tested Americans'
tolerance for controversy and debatable resolutions of issues. Unpopular court rulings and injustices like those above are enough to
bring Americans' feelings from
"simmer" to "rolling boil," and for
good reason. Our love forour JudeoChristian heritage makes "God and
country" more than a mere catchphrase.
The idea of separating church
and state-preventing religious rule
and treating Americans equally under the dispassionate eye of the
law-is sound. Theocracies have
consistently failed to maintain any
standard of equality and justice, for
there always have been, and always
will be, people who use religion to
oppress other people.
They may not necessarily be
in the federal government. Imagine
Christian city fathers refusing to
enforce a law protecting women
from overzealous pro-life demonstrators at abortion clinics, despite
wide public support for the law.
They do not have to be in
government at all: Suppose a landlord, a devout Christian, evicts a
man and woman from their apartmentonly because they arc not married-and wins when brought to
court.
Hyper-chauvinism has happened here. in the Puritan years of a
united church and state, when religious authorities practiced the same
persecution they had fled. Fundamentalist Christians with elitist beliefs, many Puritans believed that
chosen people, The Elect, were predestined for heaven. The Elect's
good works and material blessings
were "evidence" of their alleged
favorable status with God. Free
thinkers like Roger Williams protested those erroneous tenets and
ran afoul of the authorities. Anne

Hutchinson said election was by
faith, not predestination, and that
material wealth was not manna from
heaven. Williams and Hutchinson
were banished from the · community, for there was no First Amendment to protect them.
We know that we cannot return to this society, however efficiently it would handle crime, drug
abuse, and illegitimacy. We know
that the misuse ofreligion has caused
wars and atrocities. Our Founding
Fathers were wise to establish
America as a non-theocratic nation.
But the system preserving that
state of being has fallen into treacherous hands. Under the pretense of

Our Founding
Fathers were wise
to establish
America as a non. · theocratic nation.
protecting Americans from the misuse of religion, leftistsh~vedeclared
war against it-especially Christianity. In The Way Things Ought to
Be, the prescient, perceptive Rush
Limbaugh explains: "[The liberals'
desire] is not to safeguard denominational neutrality-by the state. It is
to eradicate every vestige of religion from our institutions."
Absolutely. The American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has
played asta1Ting role in thi~ farce, in
which it has stolen scene after scene:
• The Florida ACLU sided
with the American Atheists when
they tried to remove the Christ of the
Deep statue, which is under twenty
feet of water off one of the Florida
Keys.
• In Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, most of the graduating seniors
at Peters Township High School
wanted a graduation prayer. One
did not, and the ACLU sued to prevent prayer at the ceremony. (In
defiance, a valedictorian student
began her speech with "Dear Lord,"
and the crowd roared in approval.)
• ACaliforniamiddleschool's
Sex.Respect program, in which stu-

dents learned about abstinence from
sex until marriage, was attacked by
the ACLU, whose lawyers claimed
that abstinenc·e was a religious idea
that had no place in a public school.
(However, the ACLU was silent
when moral relativism, multiculturalism, and unnatural sex education programs were instituted.)
What's next? Will the ACLU
declare "In God We Trust" on coins
and bills a violation of the separation of church and state? Will we
have to rewrite The Pledge of Al legiance so it ends with "One nation,
under 'secular humanism, divisible,
with loss ofJiberty, and injustice for
all"?
To America's Founders, human rights descended directly from
God, and the government was meant
to guard those rights against infringement. But to liberals, individual rights and values descend
from government; leftist thought has
always placed theistic religions
secondary in ·importance to socioeconomic forces. There lies the focentive to carry sensible separation
of religion and state to an extreme.
Taking church and state separation to the existing extreme was
indeed I' essence de liberalism-replacing one injustice with another.
Ever' notice that about the leftist
ideology?The great idea of equality
has been taken much too far, giving
us political correctness. Race discrimination fo the workplace has
been "fought" by more race discrimination in the workplace.
Prejudice against women and
the poor has been "countered" by
prejudice against men and the rich.
Safeguarding the environment from
businesses that pollute has been "accomplished" by over-regulating
businesses into the ground. ·'Reproductive rights" have led to ghastly
abortions. And the Founders' brilliant edict protecting Americans
against religious rule has been perverted into a campaign to persecute
people of faith.
And we are told that this is
"progress." It has been going on for
some time, especially in our public
-schools, and it is no coincidence that
they have been shot to hell.

as

LETIERS

For my first column of the
new year, I'd like to take a final look
back at the events making news in
1995.
Polit.ically, not much happened. Newt Gingrich clawed his
way to the top of the Republican
compost heap with such enlightened declarations as "women aren't
suitable for infantry combat because
they get feminine diseases." At age
73, the slowly fossilizing Bob
"Methuselah" Dole announced his
presidential aspirations; meanwhile,
the heavily-favored Colin Secum
Duodenum Powell abstained from
politics, citing irreversible cultural
vitiligo, while Bill Clinton unveiled
his plans for re-election under the
banner "the presidency is rrrelevant,
nothing ever changes·, vote for me."
Finally, shocking his unanimously
bland and annoying supporters, the
egomaniacal Ross Perot revealed
that he is. ~ctually chi~ken Fanner
Frank Perdue's evil·twi_n: .
Unfortur:iately in 1995, news
from around the globe was scarce.
About a million people continued to
kill each other in a Rwa'ndan civir
war, but thankfully, t.his did not
overshadow Michael Jordan's return to basketball. Similarly, reports
of Israeli Prime Minister Rabin's
assassination were largely ignored,
as ShaquiHe O'Neal had a sore
thumb. In other sporting news, millionaire baseball players came off
the picket lines, as sweatshop owners promised better working conditions and a shorter work week. Base~
bali" fans, reduced to drooling
catatonia, revived·and rejoiced.
By far the most newsworthy
events of 1995 occurred on the nafional front. In Oklahoma, a redneck
disgruntled with the lack of freedom afforded by the American government blew up a whole bunch of
people; TV networks scrambled to
come up with snappy slogans to
describe the event, from ·'Ho1TOr in
the Heartland," to "Catastrophe in
theCornbelt," to (my favorite) "Big
01' Bomb Blast in the Breadbasket." Elsewhere, a group of ten supporters rallied around wife-beater
andwhitepersonO.J.Simpson, who
was acquitted of murder by a jury of
his South Central "peers." In Washington, Louis Farrakhan assembled
a Million Man March to encourage

black unity and hatred or Jews.
1995 was an active year in the
tropics., as a nµmber of hurricanes
tore through the Caribbean and Gu If
of Mexico, causing many deaths;
which escaped our coverage because
most of the dead people were neither white nor American. In a controversial decision, President
Clinton sends U.S. troops into
Bosnia; the military establishment,
usuaily critical of the prez, supports
his plan after eliciting a promise that
they can bomb any poor people who
get out of line.
In (;ln attempt to curb his terrorist attacks, the New York Times
prints the Unabomber's unintelligible35,000-word manifesto, which
among other things links the
Kennedy assassinations to Pearl
Jam, and the Bay of Pigs fiasco to
the Rangers'.Stanley Cup win, thus
proving that any unbalanced je~k·
can get published.
So m~ch for national affairs.
In local news, a group of meanspirited zealots gathered in Maitland
· to -publicly spew venomous insults
. in a fit of hatred and intolerance;
- meanwhile, across the street, KKK
·members demonstrated by holding
··signs and looking stupid .
· In entertainment news, drugaddled Je1Ty Garcia of .the Grateful
Dead went to the Great Gig in the
Sky. Deadheads everywhere too~
mournful bong hits; people with
jobs didn't notice. In movie news,
Kevin Costner's latest epic filmDances with Wyatt Worfdbombed. Hugh Grant, an English
actor of m~diocre talent successfully achieved fame, publicity.• and
virility by setting up a fake sex liaison with a crack-street prostitute,
and then discussing his '·mistake"
with Leno and Letterman. Rehearsing for an HBO special, pop supernovaMichael Jackson collapsed and
was rushed to a hospital in critical
condition. For fifteen minutes, Sony
Music and twelve-year-old boys
around the world held their respective breaths, but the Albino One
pulled through.
And there, in succinct retrospection, is the year in review. Of
course, I would be remiss ifl didn ' t
mention the number one story of
last year, the most important and
higgest event of 1995, which, of
course, is this: I started writing for
this paper.

Many thanks to
Heather Stackhouse!

..

Caesar: Tq come, to see, to conquer.
Candide: To cultivate its garden.
Joseph Conrad: Mistah Chicken, he dead .
. Howard Cosell: It may very well have been one of the
Aristotle: To actualize its potential.
most astonishing events to grace the annals of history.
Roseanne B~rrc Urrrrrp. What chicken?
An historic, unprecedented avian biped with the temerRoland Barthes: The chicken wanted to expose ity to attempt such an herculean achievement fonnerly
the myth of the road.
\
relegated to homo sapien pedestrians is truly a remarkWolfgang von Beethoven: What? Spea~ up.
able occurrence.
Bill the Cat: Oop Ack. Ppthpt.
Salvador Dali: The fish.
Buddha: If you ask thi question, you deny your Darwin: It was the logical next step after coming down
own chicken-nature.
from the trees.
. George Bush: To face a kinder, gentler thousand Thomas Dequincy: Because it ran out of opium.
in ts of headlights.

o

Peter Maxwell, gay basher turned
columnist- don't miss this.

o More Chicken jokes (we're only up to .
the D's).

o David Swartz, with a twist on football.
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and
articles. Submissions may be brought to ouroffices on disk, Faxed
to 823-9495, or E-mailed to theeditorat patfox@eWorld.com.Or,
if you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.com .

WHEEL IN

Large Selection of lnline _Skates
Rollerblades•Roces•Rollerderby
Koho•Tour•K2

RENTAL: We rent skates by the day fOrjust $10 .

Is your roommate a
slob, pervert or
dweeb•.If so, we
want to know about
it. Give us a ripg at
823~8054 ext. 27
and tell us why your
roommate disgusts
you.

~

*The $1 O can be a discount on the purchase of a pair_of new skates!

Internet Access Special
for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$·12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web

We Buy, Trade, Sell, Consign Used & New Sporting Goods

• FREE Softwar~ • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI

. 7628 University Blvd • Goodings Plaza • Winter Park, Fl. 32792

( 407) 677-5007

· c ec 1 ou a

Serving UCF

~~t!it~ WEi§4e~g~:

111Bt-

http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html

plus tax

384-8888

Valid at participating locations. Customer pays
sales tax where applicable. Not valid with any
other offer. Our drivers carry less than $20.
0
1996 Domino's Pizza. Inc. CALL NOW!
Offer ends 1/31 /96

Try our great side items and make .it a meal!
10-pc Order of
Buffalo Wings
for only

$4.69

Order of ·
Twisty Bread®
for only

$1.99

2-liter of
Coke® or Sprite®

Get a ·
2nd Pizza

for only

for only

$1.99

$7.00

·-
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CHARLIE WELLMAN S INNER EYE
o Photographer and educator Charles
Wellman's subjective exposition, Inner Eye:
Images ofSolitude, will be presented from January
8 through February 7 in the UCF Art Gallery.
Wellman joined UCF's Art Department in 1971,
where he founded the photography program and its
art gallery. Described by UCF's Art Gallery Director
Steve Lotz as "one of the Southeast's most influential photographers and photo educators." Wellman
·was chairman of the Art Department during 1_9781985. He has inspired and mentored generations of
young photographers.
.
A reception for Wellman will be held at the UCF ·
Art Gallery.on January 12 from 7-9 pm._The exhibit
will be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m, Monday through
. Friday. For more information, call -823-2676.

(above) "Tablet of the Golden
Doors,"(from top) "Cabinet of Sorrow," "Cabinet of
Illusionary Inspiration," "Cabinet of the Fugitive Orb,"
"Cabinet of Laterit Desire."

THE CARDBOARD ART:

-
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Stephen Baldwin

Pauly Shore
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LeavingLasVegas (R)

***112

. .,.

Her name is Sera. He is an alcoholic.
After losing his wife and his job, the alcoholic (Nicolas Cage)
escapes to Las Vegas, determined to drink himself to death. He finds
shelter in a shoddy motei and stocks upon mass amounts of liquor. He
needs sex too, and from the moment he introduces himself to Sera, a
unique relationship quickly develops.
Not the all-American characters you normally see, this hooker
(Elisabeth Shue) and this alcoholic are a perfect blend, with Las Vegas
as the lime twist.
Director Mike Figgis (Mr. Jones) crafts an intelligent script.
Genuine characters with real emotions, Cage and Shue impress, with
a soulful edginess - a talented strength that eludes so many films
today. Sera knows her life is rough, but she also knows that's the
territorial downside of her job. The two professions, hooking and
drinking, are equally harsh. They also go hand m hand - only special
people can perform so well, so many times.
Leaving Las Vegas is a special film. From the romantic and
moody piano that accompanies the story, caressing Figgis' original
and profound surface, Vegas' charm is in the attraction to these people.
The scene that sticks out and best suits the quality of Figgis'
work, is when Sera and Cage first meet. "My name is Sera,'' she says.
It's not Sarah or Sara, but "SEra." Although it might seem pointless,
the pronunciation is distinct in its meaning, to the characters and the
film.
Recently honored as best actor from the New York Film Critics,
and rightly so, Cage's droopy eyes and even droopier sorrow is honest
and touching. He hangs on to his one-way ticket to death, the drink,
and uses the bottles to drive him. No forced dramatics, Cage and
excellence are one.
The power behind Leaving Las Vegas is the nature of the human
spirit, dealing with reality and starving to escape it. Despite the raunch
of his subjects, Leaving Las Vegas is strangely romantic. A rugged,
soothing delight.
Thanks Mr. Figgis for Leaving Hollywood.

__,

• Derek Krause
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UCFSTUDENTSNEEDED!
The Notebook is looking for good students en-

•

rolled in various classes at UCF.
Some of these
l
classes include but are not limited to most of the
social sciences, sciences and business courses.
Please call 658-2444
for a complete listing of courses and to set up an
appointment. .

Thursday, January 11, 1996
Administration Building First Floor

11 :30 a.m.

~

I :00 p.m.
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UCF sbuggles to gloomy 3-8 start
by TONY MEJIA
Staff writer

When the Cemral Florida Fuwre went on it's winter break. UCF's
men's basketball team had yet to step
on the hardwood in regular season
play. Head coach Kirk Speraw was
anxious to see if his young team could
mix it up with the big ooys in Division
I. Six weeks have gone by since UCF
got the season underway, and as the
dust settles, UCF showcases a 3-8·
record, 1-1 intheconference.It'sbeen
a roller coaster ride of a season as the
Knights juggle Iineups and struggle to
find an identity. Here's a game by
game recap ofUCF's season so far:
GAME ONE: Palm Beach
Atlantic @ Central Florida. UCF
Arena, I I /27 /95
UCF opened up the '95-'96
season against NAIA Division II
Palm Beach Atlantic in front of 812 at
the Arena. The game marked the debut of junior Harry Kennedy, and
freshmen Eric Riggs, Brad Tice, Brad
Traina,andBrianConnor. TheKnights
exploded out of the gate, shooting
56% from the field, while holding
PBA to 40% shooting and forcing 18
turnovers. The Sailfishcouldn' thandle
UCF' s press and zone defense. and
found themselves down 50-23 at the
half.
The Knights were led by
Kennedy's 21 and Ho.ward Portef's
21.Porterwasnotinthestartinglineup
because of disciplinary action, but
picked it up by throwing in 19 points
in the second half for a career high 21.
Senior Reid Ketteler also established
a season high with 13 points. The
team pulled together and delivered a
101-74 whipping of Palm Beach Atlantic.
"Our guys pn:~pared themselves
for a positive outing. I was very impressed with our defense in the first
half, but it see me~ !ike we l~t up in the
second half. This is our first step, but
all of the guys have to step it up in.
future outings"-Coach Kirk Speraw.
GAME TWO: Central Flo1ida
@ Winthrop, Winthrop Coliseum,
11/29/95
UCF must have watched the
game film of their previous match up
and decided that the recipe for victory
against Winthrop hanked on stingy
defense and clutch shooting. Down
36-32 at halftime, the Knights shot
65% in the second half, outscoring the
Eagles45~29in the second, takingthe
lead for good on aBrad Tice hook shot
with 14:46 left in the game.
GAME THREE: Northern
Iowa @Central Florida, UCF Arena,
12/2J95
UCF retw-ned home undefeated
to face undefeated Northern Iowa,
who were coming off a season opening win over Southern Utah 74-62.
Howard P011er posted 14 points and 4
rebounds, but the Knights were down
at the half 40-33. At the start of the
second halt: Elie Riggs decided to
take the game over by hitting four
!-feys and drnwing UCF within one
with 11 :26 to go. Unfortunately, UNI
held UCF scoreless for exactly five
minutes a<; Daisy had seven points and
two teals du1ing the 17-0 run that
broke the Knights' spirit, putting them
down 74-58. Riggs Jed UCF with 21
points. Howard Porter added 18, and
Harry KcnneJy threw in 10.

"We couldn't stop their penetration, and they exploited the fact
that we haven't been able to get back
on defense aJJ year. They made us take
poor shots and we got burned in transition. We haven't put togettie~? total
game all year.''- Coach Kirk Speraw
GAME FOUR: Sauth Florida
@ Central Florida, UCF Arena, 12/
11/95
The largest crowd of the year
packed into tl)e UCF Arena to welcome hometown hero Chucky Atkins,
a former high school star at Evans
High in Orlando. Atkins did not disappoint his followers; he tossed.in 13 of
17 USF points during a 17-2 run that
broke the game open. In an eerie coincidence, the run seemed remarkably
similar to the one that took UCF out of
the UNI game, with the game clock
reading almost the same in ooth instances. Atkins ended up with six
threes en route to a career high 36
points, helping South Florida ring up
a 92-82 win.
'The d.ifference between them
and us was that they thought they were
winners and we kind of doubted ourselves.The returnees know we sched- '
uled these tough teams for a reason: to
get tough and play to the level of our
opponents."- Coach Kirk Speraw
GAME FIVE: Eastern Kentucky @Central Flo1ida, UCF Arena,
12/17/95
ASunday matinee set the scene
of the unveiling of UCF' s transfer
guard Stacey Castle. At 15:24 of the
first half, Castle made his debut in
black and gold and immediately took
over the reigns. Howard Porter responded, finishingwith 18 points on 9 ,
of 12 shooting in the 79-72 loss. EKU
forwards DeMarkus Doss and Marty
Thomas were just too much, taking
over the game for minutes at a time
~nd finishing with 20 points a piece.
Castle scored his first basket at I I :33
of the second half and finished with
three points and a team high six assists.
·'Twas nervous at the beginning
of the game.I've been out ofaction for
awhile, and I was just.trying to get
back in the flow. Hopefully, we can all
get used to each other out there. We
have to come togetrer as a team, esp.?ciall y since·this is going to be a very
· difficul~ road tiip."- Stacey Castle
GAME SIX: Central Florida
@ Georgia, Georgia Coliseum, 12/
19/95
The Knights traveled to Athens
for the opening game of a six game
road trip to tangle with the 18th ranked
Georgia Bulldogs. If this game was
ariy indication of what was to come,
then the Knights had to know they
were going to be in trouble. Georgia
raced out to a 53-24 advantage by
halftime.EveryoneofGeorgia'splayers scored, as the Bulldogs got their
leaduptoasmuchas60points. UGA's
bench scored ·as many points as the
entire Knights squad, handing them a
103-54 beatdown. Howard Porter offered one of the few bright spots by
postingadouble-doublewith 17 points
and I 0 boards.
GAME SEVEN: Central
Florida@Northemlowa, UNI Dome,
12/21/95
UCF hoped to regroup from
their whipping at Georgia and get
revenge against the Panthers at the
same time in their stop at Cedar Falls.
_DCF main goal was to stor UNI

juniorJasonDaisy,thecountry'sleadingscorer(30.3 ppg), but Daisy did the
Knights a favor by getting ejected
from the game after a flagrant foul on
UCF's Eric Riggs. Despite his absence, the Knights beat themselves,
turning the ball over 28 times and
sending the Panthers to the free throw
line a whopping40times. Four Knights
ended up fouling out, and, despite
Stacey Castle's 18 points, UCF ended
up bowing out, dropping their fifth
consecutive game 76-71 .
GAME EIGHT: Central
Florida @ Davidson, Thomas and
Mack Center, 12/28/95
Any hopes the Knights had of
snapping their five game losing streak
againstDavidson in theopeninggame
of the UNLV holiday classic were
snuffed out in the game's first eight
minutes, as the Wildcats went on a 204 run to open the game.
GAME NINE: Central Florida
@UNLV, Thomas and Mack Center,
12/30/95
The Knights second game at
the Thomas and Mack Center saw
them matched up against the hosts of
the holiday tournament - lJNLV. The
Runnin' Rebels came off a stunning
two point up et of nationally ranked
Michigan and rode in with that extra
momentum as they went on a 21-4 run
to open the game. UCF clawed back
within six on a Stacey.Castle jumper
with 17:21 left in the game thanks to
Harry Kennedy's six treys, which tied
a school record. Kennedy's 23 point
performance was squandered as the
Knights tell for the seventh consecutive game, 74-53.
GAME TEN: Central Florida
@Jacksonville State, Mathews Coliseum, l/4/96
What adifterencea year makes.
In theirtirst game of 1996, and TAAC
opener, the Knights invaded Jacksonville, Alabama and overwhelmed the
Gamecocks 49-24in the opening half
on their way to a 93-73 win. Howard
P01ter had 22 points and.a career high
13rebounds.BradTrainawastheman
offthebench,adding20fortheGolden
Knights.
"Shooting percentage is a key
factor in any game, but they were so
uff and we were so on that we were
able to open up a big spread.:·-coach
Kirk Speraw
GAME ELEVEN: Central
Florida @ Samford, Seibert Gymnasium, 1/6/96
The Knights stepped into the
Siebe1t Gymnasium and fell behind
early by more than 15 points, out fired
themselves right back into it by frustrating the Bulldogs with tight defense
and Harry Kennedy's school recordtyingsix three-pointers-the most ever
for a Knight in a half. UCF led 45-40
at the break, but were toasted in· the
second half, as Jonathan Pixley went
for 36 and Jodie Hays added 20to lead
Samford to a 92-78 win. The Knights
fell to 1-1 in the TAAC, despite Harry
Kennedy's school record eight threes,
finishing with 28 points.

•There will be a full recap
of the UCF women's
basketball games in next
Tuesday's issue-as well
as more men's recaps and
previews.
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Senior point guard Abel Herrera hopes his leadership can
help put the Golden Knights back in TAAC contention.

GOiden Knights look to
rebound ag~inst Gentlemen
D UCF hop_es a fourgame homestand
will cure their road
trip blues and boost
TAAC record.
by TONY MEJIA
Staff writer

The UCFbasketball team is
getting reacquainted with their
dorms and electric appliances at
the moment. They are finally back
home after a six game, seventeen
day road trip that spanned Georgia, Alabama, Iowa, and Nevada.
Tonight, the Knights will
get reacquainted with the rims at
the UCF Arena as they host TAAC
rival Centenary. The Gents have a
5-6 record overall, but have gotten off to a fast start in conference
play, tallying up two quick wins.
Centenary took out Florida Atlantic 76-75 in overtime in their conference opener in Shreveport.
They followed that performance
up by toppling FIU down in Miami 108-95.
Centenary has held their
own against some tough, nationally recognized competition, losing to SEC power LSU by only
two (65-63) in Baton Rouge.
They've also fallen by a slim three
points at SWC stand-out Baylor.
80-77. The Gents led Conference
USA's Tulane Green Wave before folding 88-75.
Tommy Vardeman's squad
is led by 6'7" center Lincoln
Abrams, who comes off season

highs in points (27) and boards
(14) from last Saturday's win at
FIU. Abrams comes in averaging
l 8 points and eight rebounds a
game. Guards Anthony Stephens
and Aijay Foreman form one of
the top guard tandems in the
TAAC, combining for 24 points
and eight assists per game.
On Saturday, it will be the
Southeastern Louisiana Lions who
storm into the UCF Arena. They' 11
he in Deland to face Stetson tonight, but are currently undefeated
at 2-0 in the TAAC and hold a 66 mark over all. They, like Centenary , play in the western division
of the TAAC and have faced FAU
and FIU in their first two conference battles.
Hosting
FIU
in
Hammond, the Lions obliterated Shakey Rodriguez in his
conference coaching debut 9171 by shooting 60% throughout the entire game. Guard Troy
Green led SLU with 26 in the
ball game. They then went on
the road and beat the tough
FAU Owls down in Boca Raton
72-69. Green and swingman
Sam Bowie continued to shine,
each scoring 19. Bowie leads
the John Lyles coached team in
scoring with 19.8 points per
contest. They also get a lift
from transfer forward Jason
Winningham, a senior from
Nashville, TN, who's averaging 16 points and almost ten
boards a game.
Both games are slated for
7:30 at the UCF Arena, where
the Knights have won two and
dropped three.
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